Fill Your Cup with BHC Daily Adult Education

Keep connected during Covid 19 with Women of BHC.
Zoom for interesting, diverse and interactive programs and demonstrations.

Every Wednesday 1:30 — 2:30 p.m.
March • April • May • June

March 3  Cooking for Passover demonstrated Bernice Porrazzo, personal chef
March 10  Discoveries and Delights: Virtual tour of Walters presented by Sharon Edlow, docent
March 17  Musical Activities to Do with Children/Grandchildren presented by Ralene Jacobson, music teacher and composer
March 24  How to Write a D’Var Torah presented by Gerri Kobren, journalist and copy editor
March 31  Qigong for Matzah Days demonstrated by Mindie Flamholz of Healing Minutes

Expand Your Knowledge!   Get Together!
See You Wednesdays on Zoom!